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Advanced Training for Volumetric Operators
You need a licence and training to drive and operate
just about every piece of machinery available, so why
not volumetric concrete dispensers?
The last few years have
seen volumetric mixers grow in number
throughout the country
and unfortunately so
has the accident and
equipment failure rate,
in the main attributed
to the competence and
skill of the operator.
Sure, all new customers are given some preliminary training on the
basics of operating the
mixer, but what happens next?
Armcon have launched
their Advanced Operator Training Programme
to address this situation, preventing costly
accidents and injury,
as well as ensuring that
the volumetric mixer operates at maximum efficiency and the operator
delivers the very best
service to the customer.

The Advanced Operator Training Course has
been designed to cover
all aspects of safety whether it be loading,
operating or positioning a volumetric mixer.
This course covers the
lot – and with nearly 30
years in the industry,
Armcon Cementech are
certainly well placed to
deliver the goods.
This day long course
covers the likes of customer service, how to
operate the machine
safely, what daily routines should be carried
out, load management
and trouble shooting.
And with advice on getting the product right
every time you pour,
operator efficiency is
bound to help with that
all important subject of
cost control!

Armcon have mixed
classroom theory with
demonstrations
and
practical hands-on exercises to ensure that
it’s not “just another
training course” for the
delegates. A “Certificate of Competency” is
awarded on successful completion of the
day means that it’s not
“just another expense”
for the owner, but a real
investment in the machine and its operator.
Places are strictly limited to ensure personal
tuition, and courses are
held regularly throughout the year, and cater for all makes of
volumetric
mixers.

Ring 01625 856 685
for the next available
date.

A number of Armcon customers have
gained accreditation
from British Standards - allowing them
to sell concrete to
Kitemark - and QSRMC specifications.

support for volumetric
users who wish to have
acknowledgement of
the quality of concrete
they produce.

Cementech
to provide

Drive-In Workshop - Largest in the UK

Armcon
understand
the importance of your
uptime and also offer a
delivery and collection
service for your convenience.
The Armcon workshop
is approved by many
of the country’s leading insurers and can

Factory
Refurbishment
An Armcon
refurbishment

factory
is no

More Profit!

More Safety!

More Support!

Armcon mixers are designed to ensure that you
maximise the profits from
your business.

The work platform ensures operator safety
whilst inspecting aggregate and cement bins.

Armcon provide a full
training and support service to ensure the success
of your business.

Newcastle City Council
install an Armcon Mixer

Quality Accreditation for
Volumetrics

Armcon
continue

handle even the most
complex of insurance
work, and that includes
repairs to all types of
volumetric mixer as
they hold parts for any
make or model.
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Armcon’s
Technical
Department have developed the computer
system on their volumetric mixers to enable
the necessary data to
be recorded. Armcon
also provide the essential third party Calibration Certification.

Armcon have the largest drive-in workshop
for volumetrics in the
UK. Fully equipped
and designed to carry out any job from
a small fuse to a full
refurbishment, it offers service seven
days a week, and out
of hours by appointment.

www.armconcementech.com

cosmetic make over.
All mixers undergo a
complete strip down, a
full shot-blast, re-spray
and all new wear components are fitted, including a full conveyor
system. In addition the
chassis
undergoes
full inspection and is
brought up to MOT
standard.

Armcon Limited Armcon Business Park, London Road, Poynton, Cheshire SK12 1LQ Tel: +44 (0) 1625 856 685 Fax: +44 (0) 1625 856 688

A Successful Fresh Start !
Knaggs Haulage is no
stranger to concrete,
having run drum mixers on behalf of one
of the large national
players.
When things started to
go a little quiet, Stuart
Knaggs decided to go
it alone and chose an
Armcon mixer for the
task.
Armcon were able to
offer Stuart a factory
re-manufactured model

MCD8MX - 150 which
was just the job to get
him started with his
new venture.
Armcon provided him
all the support and advice that any new venture would need, and
all as part of the service.
If you have any queries
or requirements - Call
us now on:

01625 856 685

Newcastle
City
Council are the latest local authority to increase their
use of recycled aggregates in their
repairs and maintenance works by installing an Armcon
concrete batching
system and cement
filling station.
The small compact
unit dispenses fresh
ready mix concrete and
screeds at the touch of
a button, with no waste
and no mess or fuss.
The filling station from
Armcon provides a safe
and reliable method of
refuelling the cement in
the mixer unit.
The Armcon mixer unit
is best described as

a simple vending machine type operation,
with all the mix designs
preset so there is no
room for error. It has
separate hoppers for
sand, stone and cement and has an onboard water tank. With
the flick of a switch the
units dispenses fresh
concrete and screed,
in the exact quantity
required, with an accuracy of +/- 1%
Grant Forster of Newcastle City Council is
delighted with the new
addition to his fleet and
will be utilising the recycled roadways and
pavement arisings in
the unit. This in turn
helps to reduce the
council’s carbon footprint and achieve recycling targets.

As an added benefit
this system will save
the council thousands
of pounds compared
to buying in from traditional ready mix companies which was the
case until recently.
Two further city coun-

cils have recently ordered Armcon batching
systems, joining the
growing ranks of local
authorities
choosing
Armcon volumetric mixers to realise substantial cost savings and
achieve carbon footprint reduction targets.

HRC grow bigger - by being better
HRC has gone from
strength to strength
thanks to a combination of business
instincts, great service – and Armcon Cementech.
From its very beginning
some five years ago,
HRC – an arm of Hailsham Roadway Construction – has been
an Armcon customer.
“They were, and are,
the most accurate machines on the market,”
says Matthew Cheese,
HRC’s General Manager. “And we’ve built
up a good relationship
over time.”
For the first couple of
years, says Matthew,
HRC’s workload with
a single machine was

relatively static – but in
the past two-and-a-half
years, things have really taken off. “We’re now
running five machines:
one 8m³, three 6 m³ and
one 5m³. And we intend
to keep growing!”
HRC’s strategy has
been to exploit the versatility of their Armcon
Cementech equipment.
“Our main customer
is our parent company,” Matthew explains,
“as well as supplying
in bulk for highways
projects across East
Sussex. But we fill in
between with small
scale work, supplying
local builders and even
going direct to the public. The Armcon machines are so versatile

www.armconcementech.com

– you can do so many
mixes on one run.” The
result has been astonishing growth; HRC’s
fleet now expects to
supply some 12-13,000
m³ per year.
Matthew cites good
service at the point
of delivery – in other
words, excellent drivers – as a crucial element in their assault
on the local readymix
market. Take, for example, Emma Allen;
as a female driver, she
comes as something of
a surprise to contractors, but it’s her skill
that brings in the repeat business. “She’s
a great ambassador
for the company,” says
Matthew. “Contractors

are amazed
at what she
knows, and
she’s a great
driver.” But
all
HRC’s
salaried
drivers
offer first-rate
service with
no rush, a
fact reflected in the
company’s
ISO
9001
certification.
Matthew
also
rates
the Armcon
service backup. “We do
our own maintenance,
but they’re always there
with the parts you need.
And, while we calibrate

CERTAINTY IN CONCRETE

our machines regularly, once a year we get
Armcon to do it for us,
to provide independent

certification. But they’re
good machines – they
don’t really vary that
much!”

sales@armcon.com
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Armcon Cementech gives PKM the
flexibility to expand
Word
of
mouth
brought PKM Plant
to
Armcon
when
they were looking
to branch out into
ready-mix deliveries
with their new venture, Aire Concrete.
The plant hire company, based in Shipley, West Yorkshire,
saw the move as the
logical next step, extending the range of
services they could
offer to their existing customer base of
small builders.
“It was a natural progression of the business,”
says
Gerry
Martin, a partner in the
firm. And we knew that
volumetric was the way
we wanted to go.” Having heard good reports
of Armcon Cementech
– “they were the long-

est established and
most trusted” - from
a number of sources,
they went to see for
themselves… and liked
what they saw, opting
for an MCD 8MX-150
with digital ticket printer.
Versatility of the mix is
a vital operational consideration, according
to Gerry. “The system
allows you to do a multi-customer ‘milk-run’
and we’ll drop off with
perhaps three customers before returning to
the yard,” he explains,
“whereas with a rotary drum it would be
a fresh load for every
different mix we had to
deliver. And it gives you
flexibility on time, too.
For instance, we got an
order one evening from
a site where they’d dug
out some footings. But

when we got there next
morning at eight, the
footings had collapsed.
With a rotary drum machine, the customer
would have had to either pay us to take the
concrete away again
or had it lying there in
a big hump on his site!
But we could just drive
off and come back
when he was ready.”

Crows’ nest is the height Armcon is behind Mick of safety
and he is behind Armcon
Recognising the dangers of working at
height, Armcon Cementech have developed a work platform
to provide a safe secure access point to
the cement bin on their
volumetric
concrete
dispensers.

Armcon’s volumetric
mixers have proven
themselves over the
years in even the
most extraordinary
of situations, but it
would seem that Irelands QME (Quarry
& Mining Equipment)
have taken their Armcon mixer to new
depths - quite literally.

For further details on any of the products
or applications covered in this Newsletter,
please call our Sales Team on:

01625 856 685

For
owner-operator
Mick Porter of Preston, Lancashire – who
trades as Fastmix – the
move to an Armcon
Cementech MCD8-100
brought confirmation
of what working with
a volumetric machine
ought to be like.
“I had run a volumetric mixer before,” he
says, “and I suppose it
did what it was meant
to do – but if anything
went wrong there was
no help to hand, no engineers nearby. I came
into contact with Armcon through their range
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of additives; in fact,
their sales representative helped me to negotiate better prices from
some of my suppliers.
I was pleased with the
service and that got me
interested in the machines, so I decided
to go along and take a
look at the factory. I was
very impressed with the
setup.” Clearly, he was
impressed enough to
order a mixer; since
June of last year, Mick
has been serving his
customers – mostly
small builders and the
DIY trade – with the 8m³

Armcon mixer.
“The precision of the
mixer is great,” enthuses Mick, “but it’s
the reliability that really counts, and the
support that they provide. If anything does
go wrong, they make
you a priority and get
you going again fast
– they’ve always got
the parts you need in
stock. And I went along
to their free operator’s
training course, too.
Even though I’ve been
in the business thirteen
years, I have to say I
learned a thing or two!”

Tel: +44 (0) 1625 856 685

and designs with the
addition of steel fibres
and polypropylene fibres to the exact requirements of the customer.
The shotcrete
mix is dispensed into
a low lever
barrel mixer
in
various
quantities
and is then
transported
down into the
mine tunnels where it is
sprayed onto the walls.
QME use recycled materials and charge the
Boliden Tara mine on a
metre basis. The Armcon unit currently produces 100s of metres
of shotcrete and concrete per day.
John
Murnin
General Manager of QME

Armcon’s new unit
has all the same features and benefits of
the company’s market
leading MCD 10MX-150
but with a twist!

This trailer mounted
machine is a standalone unit which could
be left on site to produce concrete for a
medium sized job. The
tractor unit would only
be required to move
the machine onto its
next job site.

Quarry & Mining Equipment Ltd. is a world
leader in supplying top
quality
re-manufactured LHD scooptrams
and drilling equipment
to the mining industry

shop and 30 employees.
QME are no stranger to
quality and use only
genuine parts, with a

worldwide. They have
been servicing the mining industry since 1985
with a 15,000 ft² work-

reputation for quality
it’s no wonder that they
chose Armcon for this
exciting new project.

If all these benefits
weren’t enough of an

incentive, the unit is
mounted on a sliding
bogie which is capable
of extending the wheel
base to carry the full
load and then contracts
when on site to improve
manoeuvrability.
The trailer unit has
already generated a
great deal of interest
from existing and new
customers.
Exhibited at Intermat
at Paris, one of the
world’s lagest exhibition for construction
machinery, it proved to
be a real point of interest with the visitors.
The ease of concrete
production,
without
wastage and complete
autonomy set many of
them thinking of the
advantages in contrast
to reliance on central
batching plants.

Visit our new-look website.
Full details of our range of volumetric mixers with specifications, options and applications illustrated
with images and technical data.
Our Sales Team is at your disposal
to give advice on all applications,
and the choice of equipment to fulfil
all requirements.

Call us on 01625 856 685

www.armconcementech.com
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comments
that
he
is delighted with the
performance of the
Armcon unit. Although
there were some initial
teething problems with
the steel fibres and getting the set
up right, the
support from
Armcon has
been second
to none. The
mixer
runs
more or less
constantly
without any trouble and
the end users are happy with the consistency
and quality of the mix.

Trailer Mounted Unit launched by
Armcon in UK and at Intermat -Paris
This unit can carry
more material, which
means fewer trips back
to base and more profit
for the owner. It can,
in fact, operate at 44
tonnes - more than any
other rigid volumetric
mixer available on the
market today.

Featuring a self-closing gate, the platform
allows the operator to
fill the cement bin from
a silo, bulk bags or
25kg bags in complete
safety. Additionally the
platform gives the operator a place to view
the quantity of aggregates remaining and
also gives easy access
to work lights and beacons for servicing. The
unit is designed for
easy retro-fitting were
necessary.

www.armconcementech.com

Armcon Goes Underground

QME took possession
of an Armcon MCD 10
MX150 to service a recently won contract to
produce shotcrete for
the Boliden Tara mine
in Southern Ireland.
The shotcrete is used
to coat and strengthen
the tunnels and walls
of the mine. The unit,
housed above ground
is working round the
clock producing mixes
of varying strengths

It’s that flexibility at the
delivery point that customers really appreciate, Garry believes.
“They don’t want to
talk to a faceless call
centre when they’ve
ordered 2m³ and they
only need 1.5m³. With
this machine they get
someone who can see
exactly what’s needed
on-site – a real, live operator they can talk to
in person.”
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